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Ouachita National Recreation Trail / Sect 2
Ouachita National Forest (AR)
Ouachita National Forest /Kiamichi Wilderness area (OK)
Queen Wilhelmina State Park

Section 2 of the OT is mostly in Oklahoma.  It is 27.9 miles, with almost 1500' vertical variance.  Section 2 extends from the trailhead at 
Winding Stair National Recreation Area (mile 23.7) to Queen Wilhelmina State Park Lodge (mile 51.6).  The trail crosses the OK - AR state 
line at mile 46.3.  Near the state line is the highest point on the Ouachita trail at 2610'.  The descent eastward from Winding Stair is 
exceptionally scenic. There are two serious climbs in either direction (Winding Stair Mountain and Wilton Mt) and a third long climb (2.5 mi) 
up Rich Mt., when hiking west to east.   Like most of the Oklahoma portion of the trail, this is a rocky section, including a couple of rock 
glaciers.    Much of this section is in the Upper Kiamichi River Wilderness Area.  The Kiamichi River is often just a rocky bed, but river can 
rise quickly and become impassable.  Three shelters were added to this section in 2013/14 by Friends of the Ouachiat Trail (FoOT).  The 
Winding Stair shelter is near the old fire tower site on the east side of the summit (mile 25).  The Pashubbe shelter is near the Pashubbe 
trailhead (near m 34).  The State Line shelter is near the OK-AR state line (m1 46.4).  Section 2 lies within the Choctaw and Kiamichi 
ranger districts, operated as a single district, out of Heavener, OK.  On the Arkansas side of the state line, the trail is within Queen 
Wilhelmina State Park.
Planning notes: 1. This section is best done on an overnight.  Typical trips include hiking from Hwy 270 (mi 56.7) to Hwy 259 (mi 30.5) 

and hiking Talimena SP (mi 0) to Hwy 259 (mi 30.5)
2. The Kiamichi River can be anything from a bed of rocks to an impassable ragging torrent.  If in doubt, contact 
Oklahoma ranger district office in Talihena (number in 'additional information' section of this report).
3. There is an extra 0.8 miles between state line and Kiamichi TH due to re-route; this section should be counted as 7.9 
miles, even though the mile markers would indicate 7.1.
4. Overnight Notes:  Big Cedar RV Park and campground (Hogden, OK) is a great base camp for sections 1 and 2.  It 
sits at the intersection of OK hwy 63 and US hwy 259, about a mile or two south of where the trail crosses 259.  They 
have cabins, RV hookups, and campsites.  Great hosts.  918/851-3271  www.bigcedar.net.  The Sun Country Inn 
(479/394-7477) , in Mena, has been used for larger crowds, with positive feedback.  Queen Wilhelmina Lodge, remodeled 
in 2014, has nice accomodations, plus campsites.  Rich Mountain Country Store has a private campground, at the foot of 
the mountain (corner of US 270 and AR 272).

Access Notes: 1. Winding Stairs TH: Just off the Scenic Drive, by Winding Stair campground.  Well marked.  Parking.
2. Big Cedar Creek TH:  On west side of US 259, about 1 mi north of OK 63.  Well-marked; large parking lot.
3. Pashubbe TH:  At end of FR 6032.  About 1/2 mi south of trail on US259, turn east on FR 6032 (marked; sign for 
"Pahubbe TH".)  Go about three miles; TH at end of road.  This is a good road; cars can handle it.  Parking for about 4-5 
cars at TH.
4. Kiamichi River TH:  Least accesible; recommend high-clearance vehicles only.  From US 259 / OK 63 intersection, go 
east about 6 -7 miles to FR 6031 (marked only with the small "FR 6031").  Turn North about 1/2 to Kiamichi River.  If river 
is high, you will have to walk in from here (about 1 mi).  Otherwise cross river and go 0.2 miles to a gated, un-marked, right 
turn.  Gate is un-locked; close it behind you.  Go 0.8 miles on very poor road; road ends at TH.  Parking for 3 - 4 cars but 
little room to turn around.  Use this access for maintenance.  If hiking, consider a shuttle.
5. AR/OK State Line trailhead: right on Scenic Drive by state line marker.  Parking for 4 - 5 cars.

For additional info: Tim Ernst: "Ouachita Trail Guide" (Fifth Ed)
See USFS Map TR-1 (det): Ouachita trail Detailed Segment map.
Topo segment maps for entire trail available at www.ouachitamaps.com/
USFS Oklahoma ranger districts:  918-653-2991
For current trail conditions, see:  Friends of the Ouachita Trail (www.friendsOT.org)
OMH members:  In addition to most recent hike leaders, Jim Gifford has done this section three times, once as 
leader.  Ben Glazer knows trailheads.

- - - - - - - - - - -  
    

Recent Hikes:       

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Oct 2, 2014 Leader: Rick Ericson 14 Hikers OMH Thursday

Route:  Queen Wilhelmina Lodge to AR-OK State Line  [51.6 - 46.3]
5.3  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 1
This was a makeup hike due to a previous cancellation due to inclement weather.
Much of hike was done in heavy fog, which soaked the ground and hikers immediately.
Tail needs maintenance; beginning about a half-mile west of the Park, hikers found themselves in waist-high weeds and briars.  This 
continued until after passing FR-514 at MM 47.8.  It significantly slowed our progress.  There were branches on the trail from earlier 
ice and wind storms, requiring walk-around, or step-through.
We had a brief encounter with a FoOT work crew, constrructing a new shelter near the state line.
After the hike, we returned to Mena for lunch at Poppa’s Mexican Restaurant.
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- - - - - - - - - - - 
Apr 23, 2014 Leader: Rick Ericson 18 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  State Line to Pashubbe Trail head (mm 46.3 – mm 34.3) (includes reroute)
12.8  miles Difficulty Rating 5 Scenic Rating 3
Overnight to complete section 2.  Doing 10.6 and 12.8 miles back to back was challenging, and resulted in one hiker having to be 
bailed out at the Kiamichi River Access at mm 39.2 due to exhaustion.   The 18 hikers on trip included five shuttle drivers.
On the trail by 8:25 a.m. starting at the high point of State Line.  The first few miles are very rocky, but then it begins to smooth out.  
The temperature warmed quickly.  As it had rained substantially two days prior, we began to encounter wet crossings after mile four. 
 They came fast, about eight of them, and while most of us could rock hop, boots began to get wet. Finally, around mile five, some 
changed into water shoes, or just hiked through the water with boots on.  This section of the OT has NOT yet be entirely cleared of 
downed debris from the 2013/14 ice storms. We had several diversions, though not major.
At mile six, a hiker was overcome with exhaustion and a plan was quickly devised to bail him out.  By previous arrangement a 
shuttler was telephonically contacted and agreed to meet the bailout team at Hwy 63 at the Kiamichi River Access, FS 6032.  The 
hiker’s brother and the hike leader escorted him down FS 6031 and 6032, and waded the Kiamichi.  Another hiker took over leading 
the remainder over Wilton Mountain to complete the hike.  It is noted that the Kiamichi River Access is badly damaged and only high 
clearance, four-wheel drive vehicles should attempt passage, and then only during low water (knee deep at most).  Cell phone signal 
is extremely spotty and cannot be relied on.  Best chance for reception is in the higher elevations.
Overnight notes: Accomodations: See 4/22

We dined at Spinelli’s Italian Café (full bar) next to Sun Country Inn, and the next evening at Papa’s Mexican Café 
(no alcohol served).  The majority also enjoyed breakfast on Day 3 at Sophie’s Café on Morrow Street, just off Hwy 
71N.  All seemed pleased with Sophie’s, which also serves lunch.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Apr 22, 2014 Leader: Rick Ericson 18 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Winding Stair TH to Pashubbe TH (MM 23.7 – MM 34.3)  miles
10.6  miles Difficulty Rating 5 Scenic Rating 3
sss: Winding Stair Mountain and associated vistas 
Overnight to complete section 2.   This is a tough section. We had planned to do all 28.7 miles (reroute included) on the overnight.  
Weather forced cancellation of last day, which was planned as State Line to Qu Wilhelmina.  The 18 hikers on trip included five 
shuttle drivers.
Hiking east from Winding Stairs, was long and tiring, but was otherwise a delightful hike.  Dogwoods were blooming, the 
temperature was mild, and most of the tread way was soft and unobstructed.  The vistas were unlimited and quite lovely. We 
climbed to the tower site while fresh, photographed the newbies putting rocks on the (now) 7.5 foot cairn, then headed down the 
back side.  West of Hwy 259, we all had to remove boots and don water shoes to cross the Big Cedar Creek. After we crossed Hwy 
259, we started on the last 3.8 miles, which appeared on the Ernst profile to be a slight climb, then dropping down to Pashubbe TH. 
 Not so.  There was much more climbing in the last mile and a half than the profile suggests, and the distance began to get to 
everyone.  This is not a section to be hiked in warm weather, and we were fortunate both for mild temps and an occasional cool 
breeze.  The FS 6032 road to the TH is still in good condition.
Overnight notes: Hikers stayed at the Sun Country Inn (479/394-7477) on the east side of Mena, and at the Mena Mountain Top 

Lodge and Cabins on the west side of town.  All were pleased with Sun Country, although the breakfast that was 
advertised was no more than beverages and sweet rolls. The rooms have a small microwave, refrigerator and 
coffee maker.
One couple tent camped at Queen Wilhelmina SP as did one shuttler. QWSP offers low cost tent and RV sites, 
discounted for seniors.  In warmer weather, a food vendor provides breakfast and lunch items on site.  At this time, 
Park officials state that the renovations of QW Lodge will not be completed until February 2015.
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- - - - - - - - - - - 
Feb 9, 2012 Leader: Anita Moore 13 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Winding Stair Trilhead to Hwy 259 (123.7 to 130.5)
6.8  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4
sss: Views from ridge line near top of Winding Stair Mountain;

Old fire tower and rock cairn at top of Winding Stair Mt.;
views to south coming down; saddle about half way down on 
east side;
rock garden about mile 26.5 (good lunch spot);
rock glacier near mile 29;
Small creek/waterfall in lower sections before Cedar Creek;
Cedar Creek 

Last day of overnight trip.  Cold, overcast day, but otherwise good hiking.  Jim was "lead hiker" at Anita's request.
Several of us added rocks to the large cairn at top of Winding Stair Mountain.
Lunch at rock garden about half way down (mile 26.5).
Long, wet crossing of Cedar Creek.  Nobody fell in, but several were getting nervous half way across with no dry rocks to be found.
Overnight notes: Part of Robber's Cave overnight trip (Feb 7 - 9, 2012)

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Mar 1, 2011 Leader: Marv Weitzenfeld 18 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  AR/OK state line (mile 46.3 ) to FR 6014 (Winding Stair Mountain) (m 21.7)
24.6  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3
sss: Winding Stair Mountain 
Overnight to complete section 2.  This hike was done over three days.
Overnight notes: Stayed at Big Cedar RV Park in Hogden, OK (corner of OK 63 and US 259).  Most hikers commented on food and 

good times.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Apr 4, 2008 Leader: Marv Weitzenfeld 14 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Pashubbe Trailhead (mile 34.3) to hwy 259 (m. 30.5)
7.6  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3
Overnight to complete section 2.  Planned for State Line to Winding Stair TH, but bad weather came into play. Month of rain had 
Big Cedar creek overflowing and changed our plan.
Completed Winding Stair to Horsethief Springs on same day for a total of 7.6 mi.  Left a gap of four miles from Hwy 259 to winding 
stair TH.
Overnight notes: Stayed at Big Cedar RV Park in Hogden, OK (corner of OK 63 and US 259.  Have cabins, RV hookups, and 

campsites.  Great hosts.  918/851-3271  www.bigcedar.net

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Apr 3, 2008 Leader: Marv Weitzenfeld 14 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  AR/OK state line (mile 46.3 ) to Pashubbe Trailhead (m 34.3)
12.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3
Overnight to complete section 2.  Planned for State Line to Winding Stair TH, but bad weather came into play. It rained hard on 
Wed. night.  Kiamichi River valley had lot of water and mud, but it was fun.  Completed this hike, but had to change plan for the 
following day.
Overnight notes: Stayed at Big Cedar RV Park in Hogden, OK (corner of OK 63 and US 259.
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- - - - - - - - - - - 
Jan 12, 2006 Leader: Jim Gifford 11 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Winding Stair TH to US 259 (23.7 - 30.5)
6.8  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 4
sss: The view from the tower should be wonderful (but did not 

happen today).
The creeks and valleys coming down the east side of Winding 
Stair are wonderful.  Lots of rock formations, deep creek beds, 
big trees. 

Fourth hike in three days, but this is easy compared to other two days.  Steep climb to start out, but otherwise no problem.
 First two hours we were completely socked in.  Tower atop Winding Stair Mountain was completely fogged in, no view at all.  We 
added a rock to the tower, however, raising it several inches.
Overnight notes: Headed home after hike.  Stopped for lunch at Choppin' Block in Mena (Good!)

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Oct 13, 2005 Leader: Jim Gifford 13 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Kiamichi River TH to Pahubbe TH (39.2 - 34.3)
4.9  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 3
sss: Views from side and top of Wilton Mountain 
Final hike of overnight trip.  Thirteen of 18 still hiking.  This was straight up and over Wilton Mountain; doing a little trail maintenance 
as we went.
Overnight notes: See Oct 12, 2005

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Oct 12, 2005 Leader: Jim Gifford 16 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  AR/OK State Line to Kiamich River TH (46.3 - 39.2)
7.9  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3
sss: Views from Rich Mountain on way down 
Nice day; trail in pretty good condition in spite of bad reports prior to trip
Did a little trail maintenance on the way down
Finished early enough in the day that we did a second hike (separate record)
Mileage looks high because re-route doesnt match mile markers
Overnight notes: Stayed at Big Cedar RV Park - Great place; very friendly people.  Full RV hook-ups; several cabins; and tent/car 

camp sites.  Separate shower facilility for RV / Tent campers.  Big covered picnic pavilion with fire pit.  1/4 mile 
west of intersection between US259 and OK 63.  Three minutes from 259 TH; ten minutes from Pahubbe TH; 20 
minutes from Kiamichi River TH.  918/651-3271.   www.big-cedar.net
Rented two cabins; 5 RV spots; 2 car campers.  Huge pot-luck dinner both nights.  Ben's ribs one night; Brenda's 
chicken/dumplings second night; fresh rolls right out of the oven from campground hostess.
Chopping Block in Mena for lunch on way home.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Oct 12, 2005 Leader: Jim Gifford 12 Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Pahubbe TH to US 259 (34.3 - 30.3)
4.0  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3
Second hike of day.  Relatively flat section along river bed.  Rocky.

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Mar 7, 2003 Leader: Mike Zeller Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Winding Stairs: Hwy 259/Big Cedar Creek to Horsethief Springs [30.5 - 19.9]
10.6  miles Difficulty Rating 4 Scenic Rating 4
Six hikers complete the Ouachita Trail!  (Don Haase; Rex Greer; Sallye Waddell; Pat Zeller; Kris and Billie McMillan).  Completion 
celebrationat Horsethief Springs.  First distribution of new OMH "OT Completion" T-shirts.
Climb over winding stairs is a bear - real huffing.
40 degrees warmer than first day of this trip.
Lunch at tower site (2451' elev).
Overnight notes: Participants not hiking: Ben Glazer, Maureen Greer; Bob Hostler and Mary
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- - - - - - - - - - - 
Jan 24, 2003 Leader: Mike Zeller Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  Big Cedar Creek (Hwy 259) - Kiamichi River TH [30.3 - 39.2] ; + one mile walkout
9.9  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3
Cold (but not like yesterday!)
Climb over Wilton Mt.
Overnight notes: Overnight at Queen Wilhelmina Lodge

- - - - - - - - - - - 
Jan 23, 2003 Leader: Mike Zeller Hikers OMH Overnight

Route:  AR-OK State Line to Kiamichi River TH [mi 46.3 - 39.2]; + one mile walkout
8.9  miles Difficulty Rating 3 Scenic Rating 3
COLD !!  (7 deg at Queen Wilhemina lodge prior to hike; 12 at TH; warmed into low 20's;  Water bottles froze solid)
Overnight notes: Overnight stayed at Queen Wilhelmina Lodge; group dinner at lodge

Ben and Sadie (Wingard) shuttled cars; Maureen Greer stayed in lodge.
Unveiling of new OT and OMH T-shirts
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